**Our Challenge**
To three hundred eager hearts and six hundred ready hands Miss Kyle Adams, Students’ Secretary of the V. W. C. A., brought a strong challenge Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 4—a challenge to the women of America, and especially to college women to fit themselves for the enormous demands of the present crisis. First, Miss Adams said, we must be “physically fit”—without health we can do little to help. Secondly, we must prepare ourselves mentally—we can do our country great service by staying at college, and learning to think, and to think carefully and deeply. As for the moral side of the challenge, Miss Adams made it plain that it is up to the college women to set the standard, now at a time when there has never been a greater temptation to immorality in this country. But without a fourth aspect, the challenge would not be vital—the spiritual side. Miss Adams reminded us of the old tradition, that a college student is apt to lose hold of her faith, in the distracting mazes of the sciences, and she urged a very real knowledge of the Bible, and especially of the life and teachings of Christ.

In conclusion, she read a few verses from the sixth chapter of Ephesians.—Paul’s spiritual challenge to the early Christians—and closed with a brief prayer.

In the evening, we had another opportunity to hear Miss Adams, in a friendly, open conference in Blackstone, and later, several were privileged with shot personal conferences.

—Juline Warner ’19

---

**The Faculty-Junior Soccer Game**

Doesn’t it seem a long, long time since you were cheering at that Faculty-Junior Soccer game, the twenty-seventh of November? But can you ever forget the Junior-Freshman march down the field, with the Freshman band leading the procession, or the Sophomore counter-march? Or the Junior stretchers? Or Dr. Holmes’ Red Cross ambulance? Or the Faculty team—the Big Chiefs wrapped in their Indian blankets?

Oh, it was a wonderful game and a “bright blue” day in the annals of the college. Do you remember all the cheers we had—and especially the ones Dr. Nye led for the Faculty team? And the game itself—wasn’t it great? Can you ever forget the way Dr. Leib caught the ball on the peak of his little red teobogen cap? Or that funny collision between President Marshall and that valiant Junior fullback, Florence Lennon? The Juniors fought so hard for that ball. But every time they got it well started toward their goal, Miss Blue would, with malicious prepense and aforethought, neatly kick it back to the Faculty goal, where Miss Woodhull put it through twice with that spiffy placing we have spent four hours every week of our young lives trying to acquire. But that much-abused ball didn’t have to travel toward the Junior goal so very often, because President Marshall, Dr. Morris and Miss Black had decided otherwise. And with all the weight of their authority against it, what could the poor soccer ball do but obey its elders and betters most of the time? But anyway, the Juniors played a good hard game for all they were worth. And from the side lines it sure was exciting, both from the point of view of the green-gray banner and from the point of view of the blue-buff standard. Every one marched off the field with a muchly increased admiration for both the Faculty and the Juniors, don’t you think?

Wasn’t it great to have the Faculty in our dining-room again for lunch? That minipiper loving-cup the Juniors gave their “Dear Enemies” sure did inspire our Faculty team to extra clever speeches. The Juniors were unable to reply because “time out” had been called, but they made up for it by cheering long and lustily. Can you ever forget it?

---

**The Line-up**

**Faculty**
Miss Woodhull, Captain center D. Upton
Miss Sherer right inside M. Provost
Dr. Morris right wing M. Rowe
Mr. Selden left inside L. Ansley
Mrs. Noel left wing R. Anderson
Miss Black center half G. Cockings
Pres. Marshall right half A. Hastings
Captain
Dr. Leib left half J. Hatch
Miss Dederer right full M. White
Mr. Boyce left full F. Lennon
Dr. Kip goal L. Shadd
Miss Black subs D. Peck
T. Emerson
E. Barnes
F. Carns

---

**Keep Smiling**
That's All
A Business Proposition

"One hundred dollars for rent". It is suggested that this become one of the annual items on the books of the Student Government Treasurer, and as members of the association, we are wondering how we shall meet this second levy, if the association votes to raise it.

One hundred dollars toward maintaining the gymnasium when used for social events, is only a drop in the bucket, you say. Perhaps it seems still smaller when you realize that each student would pay approximately fifty cents apiece. Yet that little half dollar represents three hours of hard work for those of us who are working our way through college, and can secure little enough free time from academic programs to earn part of our running expenses.

It looms up large after you have been pledging for Friendship Fund, and Liberty Bonds, and are trying your best to save a generous contribution for the Service League campaign right after Christmas.

Not only does such a rental tax seem excessive to a small group of students, but it is one which the Student Government Association has long been trying to abolish. Pay Day has been adopted as one of the means of attaining a business-like financial basis for all of our student organizations. In planning their budgets, these organizations have tried to make their annual dues cover running expenses.

If it is necessary for the students to pay rental which shall be in excess of heating, lighting and janitorial bills, may we not meet it by appropriations through the particular organizations using the gymnasium rather than by raising the Student Government dues, which would be the only other alternative? Every girl in college should be long to this association in order to maintain it successfully; but if she must pay a dollar a year to do so, it means that she will have to drop out, or else sacrifice membership in some club activities which would broaden her academic work, or give her opportunity to develop her chief interests and talents.

We do not yet know how the majority of women's colleges handle the problem of rent, and neither do we know whether their prece- dents would necessarily be of any advantage in solving our problem.

We are anxious to hear what the Student Council thinks about the plan, and would be glad to hear of possible solutions. In the meantime, what do you think about it?

*Tune to the Editor:

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for views expressed in this column.

On Having a Service Flag

To the Editor:

Why is it that when Old Glory is raised on our flag staff every morning, a red-bordered Service flag does not follow it? We would not only be following the precedent of other schools and public organizations, but we can actually display at least one blue star in its white background for we have sent one from our midst, Mr. Harold W. Cran dall, at present "somewhere in France". I am also sure that the girls here who have brothers at the front would like to think that their college was flying the special flag signifying that it was standing back of the cause. Then, there are all the soldiers and sailors at the forts and the base in and around New London. Why do we not, as patriotic citizens, let these boys know Connecticut College is backing that Service?

We have reason enough for flying the Service flag. Why don't we have one?

R. S. V. P.

-M. B. G. '20

Time.

Each day has twenty-four hours. Each hour has sixty minutes. Each student has innumerable classes. Each day has—supposedly—fifty minutes. The remaining ten minutes have from time immemorial been saved to "pull in the loose ends;" to sign up for Angell, to buy a stamp in the Bookstore, to sharpen a pencil, to tell Mary about the morning's mail, or often just to "stretch a leg" in the corridor.

When the bell forgets to ring at "five after," or even if it doesn't forget but the "prof" "hogs" those ten minutes, why do girls on the rear row insist upon whispering? Why do girls impatiently yawn and attempt to stretch long, lanky limbs in four inches of space?

If we are to have classes regulated by electric bells let the bells sound promptly and regularly at fifteen after the hour for the beginning of a class and at five after for dismissal. If we are to have fifty minute classes, let the professors observe these details. If not, let the students take the matter into their own hands and appear at classes and disappear from classes where'er the spirit moves them.

Let's play fair, even with time.

EM. KAY '19

Contributors

Please note change in date of issue of News. Hereafter it will be published on the 3rd and 4th Wednesdays of each month. All contributions must be hand-
Exchanges

Mount Holyoke—The Public Opinion column of the News is very much alive. One brave student criticized the Faculty Tea, at which sugar and water was served. Other students and even Faculty have answered this criticism.

Radcliffe—Sargent beat Radcliff at hockey, but the latter beat Wheaton. The students of Radcliffe have purchased 1,756 bricks of a Y. M. C. A. hut.

Rutgers—The "Targum" published a list of varsity men of Rutgers in active war service.

Smith—The day of reckoning for Smith's Student Friendship Fund was December 8th. The Freshman class has voted to give up class rings and pins, the money thus saved to be appropriated to some worthy cause.

An interesting article on the advantages and disadvantages of intercollegiate debating appeared in the last issue of the Weekly. The three upper classes are to vote whether or not Smith shall enter the circular league of debate, and the result of this vote will determine the college's place in the coming year.

Vassar—Vassar economy has affected the trolley lines to such a degree that fewer cars are to be run on the College line.

The Freshman class has voted for a "normal" commencement, everything except the Senior Play to be held as usual but with no unnecessary expense.

Christmas 1917

We all look forward to Christmas this year with very mingled emotions. Most pocket-books have been emptied for larger, worthier things than usual, and most hearts are saddened by some face missing from the family circle. Some times it has seemed that, eagerly as we have made surgical dressings, knitted sweaters, and paid taxes, we have been inclined to forget the larger issues behind these acts. At this season of the year, however, they loom up big and vital and full of meaning. When we think of the big gray sweaters we knit the big gray sweaters, we think of little bright-colored sweaters that are needed fully as much by the little soldiers left behind, when a division is sent "over there".

The approach of Christmas makes the tragic position of Italy, whose fate is even now weighing in the balance, far more poignant. Perhaps we realize more clearly the true meaning of the war, the necessity for it, and the aim strive for. Too long such allusions as "the activities of Dumba and Papen—the Luxburg affair—" the Zimmerman note—" have been merely names. The new issue of war with Austria, the President's address to Congress—these and other things should serve to awaken us to the realization that the questions of the day are big and vital and call upon even the least of us to do our part.

The part America must play in the war itself is far bigger, perhaps, than we can conceive. Who of us can picture the true import of the expression, "Prussianism"? Big, fearful, horrible we know it to be, a thing that must be crushed at any cost. At any cost—it is that that rouses us, for we know now, or have an inkling of what that cost may be. Italy awaited America's decision in regard to the Austrian question with a prayer in every heart and a prayer on everyone's lips—"Let America declare war with Austria, and then let her rush a single division of her troops to the Piave line as quickly as possible". One part of that prayer is answered—will the other be also? Even as our President urged, we are being called upon everywhere to "give, and give until it hurts"—not money only, but what is far more precious—those we love.

War is, or is to be declared against Austria. With a consequently strengthened moral and military position, America may go forward with her plan to force out and kill "Prussianism"—to drive it even out of Austria herself and free the non-Magyar, the non-German peoples, for through the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire is the Mittel-Europa project to be frustrated.

Men and more men are to be sent over there, until at last real security, based on concrete geographical facts, is won. Money and more money will be needed before our fight can be won. We go home this year to a sadder and quieter Christmas, but a Christmas, which shall serve to make us understand and be willing to do our part until the end.

—Miriam Pomeroy '19

Catering To
Chocolate Parties
and Teas

PETERSON
127 STATE STREET

THE QUALITY DRUG HOUSE OF EASTERN CONNECTICUT

THE NICHOLS & HARRIS CO.

119 State Street New London, Conn.
5 Prescription Clerks.

Largest line of Toilet Articles, and package Candy goods carried in this section. Ice Cream and Soda.

Large Line of Quality Xmas Gifts

THE S. A. GOLDSMITH CO.

D R Y  G O O D S

The Store of Service

Quality

Moderate Prices

THE BEE HIVE

131-147 State Street New London, Conn.

YE OLDE FASHIONE

DUTCH

Hot Chocolate

and

Hot Fudge

SUNDAE

Starr Bros. Soda Dept.

The JAMES HISLOP CO.

This store specializes in Women's Wear of all kinds, and you are cordially invited to make an inspection of the different lines.

THE JAMES HISLOP CO.,
153-161-163 State St.,
NEW LONDON, CONN.

Hats, Furs, Sweater Costs
for COLLEGE FOLKS
who desire them
TATE & NEILAN
New London

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reuter's Leading Florist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>104 State Street Phone 1133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remember
Your pledge for the

French
Russian
Italian
English
Now Doing Service
Handicapped
In Prison camps.

For United States
Numerous Training Camps—December 15.
Thames Tide-Rips.

There are some things we like about the movies.

• • •

For instance, there is the hero, a tall man with blue eyes. Does he remind you of the Norman Conquerors? His object in life is "Arms and the Woman". Maybe he is at the bottom of "The Birth of a Nation". Maybe he hears the "Call of the Far East". At any rate, if he's like the Laughing Mask, he can burn his bridges before he comes to them.

• • •

Then there's the heroine. She's not "An Old Fashioned Girl" anyway. She does acrobatic feats like "Folly of the Circus". Her life is not led by "Still Waters". She's like the Pathé Weekly, "sees everything, hears everything, knows everything"—a true "laughers of the Gods".

• • •

As for the villain—his very footsteps have "The Fatal Ring". He's in his glory in the "Wild and Woolly", although "Manhattan Joys" tempt him sometimes.

• • •

As one of the ten-cent classics says, all you need is a different face, and you look like—well, any of these shining movie stars. Just think of the marvellous clothes you could wear! The models in the Lyceum fashion shows would be out of it, absolutely!

• • •

Just think of the marvellous stunts you could do! You could vault onto one of the new horses in the gym while you were getting your mail, and vault back again with one leap so fast that the crowd wouldn't have taken your place. That's "laughing and living" according to Douglas Fairbanks. Or, in case of fire, think how conserving of energy it would be casually to slip on your black satin bloomers and climb down the front of Blackstone like Patia instead of speeding prosaically out the side doors onto the cool mud. Or, in case of a German attack, you could hike up the smoke stack on the boiler house, get Mr. Towson to turn off the furnace while you were coming down inside, and then come out and watch those aforesaid Germans hiking up and getting burned on the descent to Avernus, as Pearl White would have done.

• • •

Oh, there would be lots of advantages in being a movie star—no doubt about that. The only thing is—maybe the Thames couldn't stand the agony of seeing one set of stars above it, and another set beside it. Maybe some dark night it might be a regular rip and carry us away with its emotion. What would our heroine do in that case? The villain's pretty big to be tossed lightly over her shoulder. What would you do? Call on the hero? But even if his speed boat did over a million knots a minute, could he get there in time to save you from a watery grave? Well, while there's life—you know the rest. But the Thames Tide Rips might put one over you—never can tell.

—A. H. '19

"Curly Locks"—Up-to-Date.
(With profound apologies to Mother Goose.)

Curly locks, curly locks, wilt thou be mine?
Thou must wash them, keep and dress them fine,
Must cater and cook well, sew many a seam,
And be glad to conserve the sugar and cream.

—G. K. E. '19

Rockwell & Forester

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S WEAR

BARROWS BUILDING
5 JULY STREET
New London
Conn.

When you come into town for a shopping engagement, when a little chat and a comfortable chair would prove restful, afford us the pleasure of placing our establishment at your disposal. Make it the rendezvous for your appointments.

Rockwell & Co.

BRIDGEPORI

Conn.

Forester & Co.

WATERBURY

Conn.

 Loose Leaf Books
Diaries and Stationery

J. SOLOMON

44 Main Street

Women's Fall and Winter Boots
Exclusive Models

are here for your approval

AT THE
Walk-Over Boot Shop

Lee S. Denison

New London, Conn.

Fisher, Florist

Opposite Municipal Bldg.

186 State St. - Flowerphone 58-2

Printing, Engraving, Embossing

Lee S. Denison

35 SUMMIT AVENUE

Patronize

Our Advertisers

New London Art Store
25 Union Street

Pictures, Artistic Picture Framing
Sheet Music

Umbrellas repaired and recovered

The Gager-Crawford Co.

Pure Food Store

NEW LONDONCONN.

Freshest Stock

Greatest Variety

Lowest Prices

Largest Output

THE KODAK SHOP

KODAKS, BRONWICKS AND PREMO
CAMERAS
Developing, Printing and Enlarging Picture Framing
Greeting Cards for all occasions
Stationery Die Stamping
Complete Optical Department

F. C. CHIDSEY

115 State Street

N. M. Ruddy

Jeweler & Optician

145 State Street

New London, Conn.

The Gager-Crawford Co.

Patronize

Our Advertisers

Lyons & EWALD,

HARDWARE

88 State St. New London